SITES BOUNDARY
CONTURS AND SLOPE ARROWS
STAGE 1 DEVELOPMENT AREA
STAGE 1 BULK EARTHWORKS IN THE CUDDEN PADDOCK FOR GOLF COURSE CONSTRUCTION
G&S BORES INSTALLED SEPTEMBER 2005
G&S BORES INSTALLED AUGUST 2007
SOURCES
NSW Department of Lands,
Tweed Heads, Run 5, 25/09/04,
154-155
NOTE: Contours in mAHl with an Interval of 0.25m
G&S BORES INSTALLED
SEPTEMBER 2005
G&S BORES INSTALLED
AUGUST 2007

STAGE 1 DEVELOPMENT AREA
STAGE 1 BULK EARTHWORKS IN
THE CUDGEN Paddock FOR
GOLF COURSE CONSTRUCTION

SITE BOUNDARY
CONTOURS AND SLOPE ARROWS

NOTE: Contours in m AHD with
an interval of 0.25m

SOURCES
NSW Department of Lands,
Tweed Heads, Run 5, 25/06/04,
154-155.
STAGE 1 DEVELOPMENT AREA
STAGE 1 BULK EARTHWORKS IN THE CUDGEN PADDOCK FOR GOLF COURSE CONSTRUCTION
G&S Bores Installed September 2005
G&S Bores Installed August 2007

SOURCES
NSW Department of Lands
Tweed Heads, Run 5, 2505/04, 184-185.

NOTE: Contours in mAHLD with an interval of 0.25m